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attraction of those which gravitate? And when we

suppose that the medium becomes more elastic as we

proceed from each attracting body, what cause can

we conceive capable of keeping it in such a condi

tion, except a repulsive force emanating from the

body itself: a supposition at least as much requiring
to be accounted for, as the attraction of the body.

It does not appear, then, that this hypothesis will

bear examination; although, for our purpose, the ar

gument would be rather strengthened than weaken

ed, if it could be established.

6. Another theory of the cause of gravity, which

at one time excited considerable notice, was that ori

ginally proposed by M. Le Sage, in a memoir enti

ted "Lucrece Newtonien," and further illustrated by

M. Prevost; according to which all space is occu

pied by currents of matter, moving perpetually in

straight lines, in all directions, with a vast velocity,
and penetrating all bodies. When two bodies are

near each other, they intercept the current which

would flow in the intermediate space if they were

not there, and thus receive a tendency towards each

other from the pressure of the currents on their

farther sides. Without examining further this cu

rious and ingenious hypothesis, we may make upon
it the same kind of observations as before,--that it

is perfectly gratuitous, except as a means of explain

ing the phenomena; and that, if it were proved, it

would still remain to be shown what necessity has

caused the existence of these two kinds of matter;

the first kind being that which is commonly called

matter, and which alone affects our senses, while it

is inert as to any tendency to motion; the second
kind being something imperceptible to our senses,

except by the effects it produces on matter of the
former kind; -et exerting an impulse on every ma
terial body, permeating every portion of common
matter, flowing with inconceivable volocity, in inex
haustible abundance, from every part of the abyss of

infinity on one side, to the opposite part of the same
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